The Center For Generational Kinetics

- The #1 Generational research, speaking, and strategy firm
- Over 180 clients per year, spanning virtually every industry
- We solve the challenge of why every generation acts the way they do so you can unlock the power of each generation as customers, employees, and trendsetters
GENERATIONAL OVERVIEW

- Generation Z: 1996 - TBD
- Generation X: 1965 - 1976
- Baby Boomers: 1946 - 1964

GenHQ.com/BirthYears

*Please note generational birth years vary by research source*
The Future of the Millennial Generation

Millennials
Ages 23-41

- 83 Million (U.S.)
- Diverse
- College Debt
- Delayed Adulthood

LEARN MORE AT GENHQ.COM
Generational Research in Action
TAKE THE NEXT STEP:

1. Read our new research: GenHQ.com/Findings

2. Email Emily for speaking or custom research: E@GenHQ.com

3. Take a picture of this slide